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Episode 23

Hello Rick, Mike over here, reporting from Norway, where the impossible just happened!

 

The world record for longest ski jump now belongs to Jonathan McGill, who just performed 

a jump of over 840 feet. That’s right, we’re talking about the son of Sandy and Jack McGill, 

the two professional skiers who died in the big avalanche of ‘92. Little John was put up for 

adoption and went to live with a long-lost relative from Colorado. Despite being brought up 

in a quiet little town, as soon as he was old enough, he decided to follow in his parents’ 

footsteps. After the jump he simply said: “I guess it’s in my blood!”

Back to you, Rick!
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Be put up for adoption - Little John was put up for adoption.

• When is a baby put up for adoption? Before or after finding new parents?

• What could be the reasons for putting up a child for adoption?

• Do you know somebody who was put up for adoption?

Long-lost relative - ... and went to live with a long-lost relative.

• Is a long-lost relative someone you saw recently or a long time ago?

• Can you think of any long-lost relatives of yours?

Bring up - Despite being brought up in a quiet little town...

• Who normally brings up a child? 

• Can you bring up an adult?

• Does bringing up only involve  material stuff or also values?

• Where were you brought up?

Follow in someone’s footsteps - He decided to follow in his parents’ footsteps.

• If you follow in your parents‘ footsteps, for example, do you emulate your parents or do 

something different?

•  Who ‘follows in someone’s footsteps‘? Younger family members or older family mem-

bers?

• Are you following in your parents’ footsteps?

Be in one’s blood - It’s in my blood!

• If a skill or interest is in your blood, do you share it with someone else? With whom?

•  Is the expression ‘It’s in my blood’ used to describe something that feels natural or 

forced?

• Is there something that you believe is your blood?


